SECRET

FROM KGR 171530Z AUGUST 1950

TO MTN
BT

COS(W)831 STATES THAT TEAM OF FIVE WILL VISIT WASHINGTON MID-SEPTEMBER

TO DISCUSS

(A) NEW BRITISH CYpher MACHINE AND

(B) EXCHANGE OF CRYPTOGRAPHIC INFORMATION.

2. IT HAS NOW BEEN AGREED HERE THAT TEAM SHOULD CONSIST OF SIX AS

FOLLOWS:

- AS SECRETARY CYpher POLICY BOARD - REPRESENTING GENERAL POLICY. HEAD OF MISSION

- BN - D.D.S.D., REPRESENTING OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS OF THREE SERVICES.

- REPRESENTING PAPER AND MACHINE CRYPTOGRAPHY RESPECTIVELY.

- REPRESENTING SPEECH SECRECY AND FACSIMILE SECRECY TECHNIQUES.

- HEAD OF SERVICES COMMUNICATION DEVELOPMENT UNIT - REPRESENTING ENGINEERING ASPECTS.

3. DATE OF SAILING WILL BE SIGNALLED LATER BUT IS EXPECTED TO BE 7TH, 8TH OR 14TH SEPTEMBER DEPENDING ON AVAILABILITY OF ACCOMMODATION.

(Above received by Brigadier Tiltman from London and forwarded to Col Collins)
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